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Our MISSION

Growing Inland Achievement is a regional, collective impact organization that works to achieve educational 

and economic equity. We research issues and opportunities, resource innovations and solutions, and connect 

diverse stakeholders to transform the Inland Empire through education.
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Working Together for Inland
Educational & Economic Success

BY 2035, SAN BERNARDINO AND RIVERSIDE COUNTIES WILL BE WIDELY  

RECOGNIZED FOR OUR WELL-EDUCATED WORKFORCE, THRIVING COMMUNITIES, 

AND VIBRANT ECONOMY THAT CREATE PROSPERITY FOR ALL.

Our
Vision

G I A  V I S I O N
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Working Together for Inland
Educational & Economic Success

Transformative 
We are passionately committed to transformation in the Inland Empire. We actively strive to improve social mobility and economic 

prosperity for all people who live and work in the region through educational attainment.

Innovative 

We employ curiosity and courage in our work. We know bold, innovative thinking is necessary to identify greater systems efficiency  

and solve longstanding regional challenges.

Student-centered 

We approach our efforts to improve educational attainment in the Inland Empire with a sense of empathy and humility, recognizing that 

all current and future students are at the heart of that work. We strive to create a culture of high expectations for ourselves and 

for our diverse region.

Equity-focused 

We are dedicated to educational equity. We acknowledge that societal inequities undermine achievement for Black, Latinx, and  

poverty-affected populations in the region, and we use a data-driven approach to work toward educational equity.

Collaborative 

We are transparent and inclusive in our role as a collective impact organization. We earn respect as a trustworthy intermediary, 

cultivating relationships, building networks, and inspiring meaningful coordination.

Our VALUES



Increase educational 
attainment, with 

specific emphasis on
accelerating success 

for historically
marginalized student 

groups.

Cross-cutting strategies are broad, large-scale strategies
that map to and support all organizational goals.

Goal-specific strategies are clear-cut strategies that
pair precisely with an individual goal.

Foster an efficient,
high-quality education 

system that creates 
equitable access
for all students.

Build equitable 
structures

in education to 
eradicate

systemic racism.

Fuel a robust future
economy that increases

equitable career
opportunities and

employment.

Eliminate the chasms 
in wealth, income, and

poverty rate which
disproportionately 

affect people of color.
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REGIONAL GOALS

STRATEGIES: CROSS-CUTTING VS. GOAL-SPECIFIC
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GOAL-SPECIFIC STRATEGIES

Develop an agenda for transformation at scale to prioritize, promote,  

and support implementation of the most effective postsecondary reforms.

Identify and work toward eliminating barriers at key P-20 transition points.

Assist educational institutions in evaluating and improving their structures  

with an equity lens.

Partner with economic development organizations to align human capital  

and talent development to a unified economic development strategy.

Expand the availability and awareness of financial resources and basic needs  

supports for students.
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CROSS-CUTTING STRATEGIES

Develop a robust policy agenda to advocate for state, system, and institutional policy changes in support of GIA’s vision, 
mission, and goals.

Equip student advocates, counselors, and advisors with tools and resources to equitably and successfully serve the 
diverse student population in the IE.

Develop a robust research agenda to surface and share information that will support GIA’s vision, mission, and goals.

Focus intentional efforts on recruiting and supporting adult students, both for residents with some college and no credential and 
those who have never attended a postsecondary institution.

Elevate and magnify the voices and experiences of students from historically marginalized groups, relating to their K-12 and  
postsecondary experiences, career success, and overall economic vitality.
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In consultation with cross-sector regional professionals (GIA Data ANT) and Student-Ready Strategies, GIA selected a set of metrics 
to assess large-scale progress toward the new organizational goals. Targets for regional metrics will be aligned with system targets 
including CSU GI 2025, UC 2030, and CCC Vision for Success, and other targets are being developed in synchronization with ANTs. 
These conversations also resulted in the discussion of specific areas of inquiry that will inform GIA’s research agenda over the next 
five years.

Persistence 1st to 2nd term

Gateway course completion first year

Credits completed per term

Transfer from community college to 4-year program

College graduation

Postsecondary degree attainment

High school graduation

A-G eligibility

CCI “Prepared”

Smarter Balanced Summative Assessments 
(3rd grade ELA, 8th & 11th grade math)

FAFSA completion

College-going

Time to degree

Credits to degree/transfer

 

Chronic absenteeism

Suspension

Retention (year over year)

Attendance intensity (full/part time)

Disaggregation of all other metrics

Projected job openings paying a living wage

Jobs requiring a degree/credential

Median household income

Poverty

Food insecurity

Cost-burdened households 

Homeownership

N o t e :  w h e r e  p o s s i b l e  a n d  r e l e va n t,  m e t r i c s  w i l l  b e  d i s a g g r e g at e d  b y  r a c e / e t h n i c i t y  a n d  o t h e r  k e y  e c o n o m i c  &  s o c i a l  d i m e n s i o n s .
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Strategies AND TACTICS

Develop a robust policy agenda for state, system, and institutional 

policy changes in support of GIA’s vision, mission, and goals.

• Proactively consult with the GIA Board, the ANTs, and 

other stakeholders to pinpoint annual areas of policy  

focus and specific policy barriers.

• Gather intelligence across the network on policies  

relevant to selected areas of focus in the Inland Empire, 

the state of California, and nationwide.

• Broadly advocate for changes by participating in the  

legislative process, engaging the network, and making 

the case through communications channels.

• Support institutions in evaluating their own policies that 

are relevant to the areas of focus.

Sample Areas of Focus: Higher Education Funding,  

Digital Device Access, A to G Curriculum, On-Time  

College Graduation, Insufficient Institutional Capacity  

for student demand

Working Together for Inland
Educational & Economic Success
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Strategies AND TACTICS
Equip student advocates, advisors, and counselors with tools and resources to equitably and 

successfully serve the diverse student population in the Inland Empire.

• Determine target group(s) for resource provision and establish relationships with 

their leaders

• Solicit guidance and input from target group(s) about gaps in information and 

identify needs for tools and resources

• Engage an advising ANT to develop, distribute and promote requested resources

• Periodically review previously existing advising tools and resources for  

inaccuracy, confusing presentation and lack of cultural sensitivity

• Continually monitor and evaluate the utility and effectiveness of tools  

and resources

Sample target groups: Professional organization for high school counselors, GEAR 

UP parents, K-12 parent organizations, regional NACADA, CCGI, Cal-SOAP

Working Together for Inland
Educational & Economic Success
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Strategies AND TACTICS
Develop a robust research agenda to surface and share information that will
support GIA’s vision, mission, and goals.

• Monitor established metrics for GIA’s formal goals and maintain a highly visible progress dashboard

• Craft annual research questions relevant to policy areas of focus, ANT tactical plans, staff annual   

 work plans, transformation agenda, and other organizational needs

• Become experts on existing research relevant to research questions

• Identify internal methods, external partners, and data systems like the Postsecondary

• Data Partnership to answer research questions

• Establish a publication, promotion, and advocacy strategy to distribute the research

Sample research questions:

• What is the relationship, if any, between A through G completion and college persistence?

• What regional programs focused on historically marginalized student groups are most effective?

• Is there a correlation between zip code and educational attainment level?

• What is the probability that Black and Latinx males will obtain good and promising jobs?

Working Together for Inland
Educational & Economic Success
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Strategies AND TACTICS
Focus intentional efforts on recruiting and supporting adult students, both for

residents with some college and no credential and those who have never 

attended a postsecondary institution.

• Cultivate resources and funders to support a large-scale adult  

re-engagement effort

• Establish relationships with employers as partners in distributing key 

messages, providing tuition support, and incorporating education in  

human resources processes

• Utilize the Adult and Professional Education ANT to assist with  

guidance and support for institutions to reorient or transform  

programming to serve adult students

• Coordinate a regional campaign to promote and distribute key  

messages to the adult population

• Continuously monitor and evaluate adult attainment

Working Together for Inland
Educational & Economic Success
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Elevate and magnify the voices and experiences of students from historically

marginalized groups, relating to their K-12 and postsecondary experiences,

career success, and overall economic vitality.

• Develop topic areas for student stories that relate to GIA’s strategies, 

particularly the policy and research agendas

• Leverage ANTs and establish relationships with communications  

professionals and student groups to identify compelling students  

to highlight

• Work with community organizations to gain additional perspective 

about students’ needs and challenges

• Broadly share student stories through intentional cross-channel  

campaigns, utilizing print, social media, and targeted promotion

• Infuse student stories into research and policy documents and other 

organizational publications

Working Together for Inland
Educational & Economic Success
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Strategies
AND TACTICS



Develop an agenda for transformation at scale to prioritize, promote, and 
support implementation of the most effective postsecondary reforms.

• Assist educational institutions in finding their unique areas for  

transformation and prioritizing reforms to address them

• Deploy robust technical assistance for the scaling of guided pathways 

and other evidence-based, completion-focused solutions

• Secure philanthropic, government, and community resources to  

support transformation efforts

• Utilize ANTs to promote and support transformation efforts, related to 

each ANT’s focus.

• Incentivize institutions to accelerate progress through awards, sub-

grants, and public recognition

• Monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of transformation efforts with 

an intentional focus on fidelity of implementation and disaggregated 

student outcome data

Working Together for Inland
Educational & Economic Success
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Strategies
AND TACTICS



Strategies AND TACTICS

Identify and work towards eliminating barriers at key P-20 transition points

• Measure and monitor student movement and attrition at  

transition points, with a focus on the movements of historically  

marginalized students

• Leverage student voice activities to understand root causes of  

demographic disparities at transition points

• Utilize ANTs to craft transformation plans to remedy systemic  

barriers and address specific cultural concerns that contribute  

to attrition

• Identify potential policy solutions for transition point barriers, for  

inclusion in future years’ policy agendas

• Monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of the ANTs’ efforts to  

eliminate barriers

Working Together for Inland
Educational & Economic Success
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Strategies AND TACTICS

Assist educational institutions in evaluating and improving their  

structures through an equity lens

• Supply institutions with external evaluation to identify inequitable 

policies and processes and assess the diversity of institutions’ faculty 

and staff

• Utilize Equity ANT to create awareness around inequitable policies and 

processes and coordinate peer-to-peer support to enact changes

• Incentivize and resource regional institutions to provide information 

and train students, faculty, administrators, and staff on systemic rac-

ism and implicit bias

• Educate the region about growth mindset and asset-based language 

and demonstrate these principles through GIA communication

• Monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of all equity-focused  

interventions

Working Together for Inland
Educational & Economic Success
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Strategies AND TACTICS

Partner with economic development organizations to align human capital and 

talent development to a unified economic development strategy.

• Establish and maintain relationships with the economic development 

organizations in the region to facilitate the flow of information  

between postsecondary and workforce

• Translate postsecondary enrollment and degree production data into 

business-focused communication about talent development and  

opportunity

• Use partner intelligence about emerging industries and careers to  

inform tools developed for student advocates, advisors and counselors

• Identify shortages in postsecondary programming for work-

force-aligned fields and assist institutions in expanding offerings

• Engage ANTs to identify opportunities to reach historically marginalized 

student groups and provide them with information and advice about 

good and promising jobs

Working Together for Inland
Educational & Economic Success
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Strategies AND TACTICS

Expand the availability and awareness of financial resources and basic needs 

support for students.

• Work with the advising and financial aid ANTs to publicize and  

expand availability of federal and state aid, emergency grants,  

and scholarships

• Deploy robust communications articulating the importance of FAFSA 

completion and encourage high schools and other organizations to 

offer FAFSA workshops

• Inventory available basic needs supports and curate actionable  

information for students and families

• Promote, monitor, and evaluate the utility and effectiveness of the 

IEstudents.org website

Working Together for Inland
Educational & Economic Success
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